Cambridge City Council
Safe Methods examples following E. coli guidance


In order to tick ‘yes’ in the box below, staff should be trained in the correct method
stated in the Cleaning section and demonstrated below. The important stage with
respect to the guidance is step 6 ‘Turning off using a paper towel’. This will be
checked on your next inspection



You must ensure that clothes/aprons do not pose a contamination risk. Therefore if
you prepare lots of raw food and then move to the task of preparing ready to eat
foods you should consider the use of different aprons.
Cloth aprons w orn ov er
w hite chefs coat.

Red striped aprons for raw meat
and v egetable prep. Blue striped
aprons for ready to eat prep



Ideally disposable cloths should be used to wipe down surfaces between tasks
particularly in areas where raw and ready to eat foods are prepared. However, if you
still intend to use re-usable cloths, you must state how they are cleaned and if used
throughout the day, you must identify how the cloths used with raw food are
distinguishable from those used in the ready to eat food area.

Re-usbale cloths are put into the container under the sink once used and at the end of the day , taken back to managers house and
w ashed at 90°C. Red cloths are used in the raw food areas and blue cloths used in the ready to eat food areas.
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Food which is defrosting must not be allowed to contaminate other foods.

Raw meat is defrosted in a covered
container either in the bottom of the foster
fridge or in the bottom of the w alk in fridge.



You must ensure that raw and ready to eat foods are kept separately and this should
be demonstrated in the relevant part of the pack.

The foster fridge is to hold only raw meat at
the bottom and raw v egetables at the top.
The Williams fridge is to only hold ready to
eat foods.
In the w alk in fridge raw meat is only to be
held on the bottom tw o shelves and ready to
eat foods abov e that. All ready to eat food is
to be cov ered in all fridges.



You must ensure that food is not contaminated during preparation and this needs to
be described precisely within the pack.

Raw meat is prepared nex t to the sink first
thing in the morning on the red board using
the red kniv es. Raw v egetables to be
cooked are prepared on the brow n board
using the black handled knife by the sink.
Salad v egetables are to be w ashed and cut
on the green board on the stainless steel
central prep area using a stainless steel
knife. Cooked meats on the yellow board in
central prep area using stainless steel knife.
Sandw iches prepared on the white board in
the sandw ich making area using stainless
steel kniv es.



Correct cleaning, as well as prevention of cross contamination is essential in order to
prevent contamination of ready to eat foods. Therefore the cleaning schedules must
be correctly completed demonstrating the item needing to be cleaned, frequency and
the method. The example within the Cleaning Schedule part of the SFBB pack should
be followed and should state each process in the cleaning of the equipment/structure,
including 2 stage cleaning with santitisers (a clean to remove dirt and obvious debris,
a second application of the product to remove/kill bacteria by leaving it for the correct
contact time)
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Within the pack, you should state the cleaning chemicals used.

Tesco Washing up liquid
Tesco antibacterial spray
Deepio
Mr Muscle oven cleaner
Tesco glass cleaner
Duck toilet cleaner
Red mops for toilets
Blue mops for kitchen
Disposable paper tow el
Sponges and brushes for w ashing up



The main emphasis of the guidance is that ready to eat food needs to be protected
from the risk of contamination from raw meat and vegetables that could be
contaminated by E.coli O157 (either by direct contamination – raw food touching or
dripping onto ready to eat foods or indirect contamination – ready to eat foods
contaminated by using utensils/equipment/clothing which has been used to prepare
raw meat). It is important for you to establish the ready to eat foods you have at the
premises.

Cheese, prepared salad, cooked
eggs, cooked meat, cream cakes,
prepared sandw ich fillings, bread,
milk, butter, y oghurt, pork pies,
quiche, cooked prawns.



Therefore although the whole pack should be reviewed, the most specific areas
relating to this guidance are the Safe Methods relating to Cross contamination and
Cleaning. The diary should continue to be used as at present, although there may be
more notes added now due to problems found by following this guidanc e. Therefore
an example entry could be:

20

02

2012


Saw Bert using a stainless steel knife to dice chicken, rather than the red handled knife. Advised him, made him re-read the cross
contamination part of the pack to refresh his memory. The knife itself was washed in the dishwasher at 80°C and so now suitable
for use w ith ready to eat foods.
I saw Joan turn the tap off w ith her hands rather than the paper tow el w ith which she had dried her hands. Reminded
her w hat to do.
Need to check w ith chemical supplier that our sanitizer complies with BS EN:1276:1997/2009 or BS EN 13697:2001

Joe Bloggs

Joe Bloggs
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